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Abstract. The time period of January 2017 with smog episodes was simulated by the recent version of Community Multiscale
Air Quality modelling system using real meteorological data and constant emissions. The results show the important role of
meteorology in the air pollution problem. Concentrations of NO2, O3 and PM10 from model output were compared to the
measurements at rural EMEP background stations.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CMAQ MODEL

The Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system has been developed and maintained under the
leadership of the EPA National Exposure Research Laboratory in Research Triangle Park, NC [1]. CMAQ is a third-
generation air quality model which means that it could treat multiple pollutants simultaneously and at scales up to
continental or larger. It is a three-dimensional Eulerian (i.e., gridded) atmospheric chemistry and transport modeling
system that simulates, among others, ozone, particulate matter (PM), toxic airborne pollutants, visibility, and acidic
and nutrient pollutant species throughout the troposphere. Mathematically, CMAQ computes the concentration change
in each grid cell over time ∂C

∂t through the continuity equation, which is presented in simplified form below

∂C
∂t

= ADV + DIFF + Ri + Ei − Si , (1)

where ADV stands for the horizontal and vertical advection, DIFF represents the horizontal and vertical diffusion, Ri
chemical transformation of species i, Ei emission of species i, and Si = loss processes (deposition) for species i.

In CMAQ, the advection and emissions terms are calculated based on input files generated by the meteorology
and emissions models, respectively. The diffusion, chemical transformation, and loss process terms are calculated
within CCTM - which is the is the final program to be run in the CMAQ modeling sequence. There are three other
main programs that prepare input data for CCTM (i.e., ICON, BCON, and MCIP). ICON generates a gridded binary
netCDF file of the chemical conditions in the modeling domain for the first hour of a simulation. BCON generates a
gridded binary netCDF file of the chemical conditions along the horizontal boundaries of the modeling domain. MCIP
is the meteorological preprocessor which prepares meteorological input fields for the CMAQ. For more information
about the model see CMAQv5.2 Operational Guidance Document [2].

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF MODELING FOR THE JANUARY 2017

Grid definition and meteorological inputs
Experimental simulation was performed on the computational model domain with 169 x134 grid cells, spatial resolu-
tion of 14 km, lambert conformal conic projection - tangent case using offline hourly meteorological fields, generated
by the Weather Research Forecasting (WRF) model version 3.9.1 using GFS meteorological reanalysis data (spatial
resolution 0.25◦ × 0.25◦ ) as an input. The parameterization of WRF included the following schemes: MilbrandtYau
double-moment 7-class microphysics [3, 4], rapid radiative transfer model (RRTMG) longwave and shortwave scheme



FIGURE 1. Example of the WRF output on the studied domain for the surface temperature at January 23, 2017 01:00:00 UTC.

[5], asymmetric convective model of the planetary boundary layer (PBL) [6], PleimXiu surface layer model [7], and
the improved version of GrellDevenyi [8, 9] ensemble scheme for cumulus parameterization. Vertically, the domain
was resolved in 32 layers, following the eta coordinate system.

MCIP - meteorological preprocessor for the CMAQ and modification of the code

CMAQ ready meteorological input fields were prepared using the Meteorology-Chemistry Interface Processor (MCIP)
[10]. Since we used the lambert conformal conic projection - tangent case for our simulation which is forbidden in
recent MCIPv4.4 release we needed to slightly change the code. The next changes have been done:

• In line 73 of the file ll2xy lam.f90, we allowed MCIP to take the Lambert Conformal Conic projection -Tangent
Case by comment and comment out the following lines, respectively:

! CALL graceful stop (pname)
CALL ll2xy lam tan (phi, lambda, phi1, lambda0, xx, yy)

• In line 95 of the file xy2ll lam.f90, we added the conditional for the case when the two standard parallel are
equal (Tangent case). The equations were taken from [11]

IF ( phi1rad .EQ. phi2rad ) THEN
sinphi0 = DSIN ( phi1rad )

ELSE
sinphi0 = DLOG ( DCOS(phi1rad) / DCOS(phi2rad) )
sinphi0 = sinphi0 / DLOG (term2 / term1)

ENDIF

The xy2ll lam.f90 subroutine converts coordinates x y to coordinates LAT LON in Lambert Conformal
Tangent Conic projection, but the original version of the subroutine returns NAN when two standard parallels



were equal.

• The mapfac lam.f90 file which represents subroutine for the calculation of the map scale factor was modified
in the same way as xy2ll lam.f90 subroutine.

CMAQ configurations
CMAQ modelling system version 5.2 [12] with the CB06r3 gas-phase chemistry mechanism [13] and the AERO6 ver-
sion of the aerosol module was used for the experimental simulation. CMAQ contains modules representing advection,
eddy diffusion and in-cloud and below-cloud scavenging with precipitation, includes removal by dry deposition, in-
cloud and precipitation processes and simulates aqueous chemistry and wet deposition by cloud droplets [14, 15].
The aerosol module is based on aerosol model ISORROPIA II [16] and determines concentrations of trimodal size-
distributed particulate material with diameters less than 10 µm. It contains an inline windblown dust module.

Emissions input
Emission input data, which was generated by emission model SMOKE EU [17] for the purpose of this experimental
simulation, contains SNAP1 power generation sources (including the small heavy fuel oil combustion facilities) for a
single day, which was used for the whole period of the simulation (31 days). The aim of the experimental simulation
was to show the influence of meteorological conditions to time series and spatial distribution of gaseous pollutant
concentrations and PM10.

Results and discusions

FIGURE 2. Example of the CMAQ CCTM output file for the avaraged concentration of O3 near surface at January 08, 2017
07:00:00 UTC.

As the input data contained only SNAP 1 emission sources and the low grid spatial resolution (14 × 14 km) is
used, the output is compared to the rural background EMEP air quality stations, situated far from the local air pollution
sources.

There are 4 EMEP background stations in Slovakia with aviable measurement data during the considered time
interval of January 2017:

• Topoľnı́ky



• Chopok
• Stará Lesná
• Starina

Results for the O3 concentration

Figure 3 shows plotted O3 hourly and daily concentration series for the modeled and observed values at Topoľnı́ky
station. We can see that the model overestimates the surface ozone concentrations, but it more less reproduces the
observed trends.

FIGURE 3. Comparison of the model output with measurement at Topoľnı́ky EMEP background station for O3 concentration.

For comparison of model against measurements we used the modStats function from the OpenAir package [18].
There is a very wide range of evaluation statistics that can be used to assess model performance. However, no single
statistic that encapsulates all aspects of interest. For this reason it is useful to consider several performance statistics
and also to understand the sort of information or insight they might provide [19].

TABLE 1. The modStats evaluation of the model comparison O3 concentrations with the experimental data
from the four EMEP rural background stations in Slovakia. The statistical functions are explained in text.

n FAC2 MB MGE NMB NMGE RMSE r COE IOA

2554 0.839 1.185 19.610 0.0194 0.320 23.860 0.512 0.130 0.565

In Table 1 we evaluate the model statistic for the concentration of the ground ozone O3 with the experimental data
from the four EMEP rural background stations. Let us discuss the symbols in first row of the Table 1. The symbol n
represents the number of data which we compared with the model. The FAC2 is the Fraction of the predictions within
a factor of two. Symbols MB, MGE, NMB and NMGE stands for the Mean bias, Mean Gross Error, Normalized
Mean bias, and Normalized Mean Gross Error, respectively. The RMSE is the Root mean square error. Correlation
coefficient is denoted as r. The symbol COE is the Coefficient of Efficiency, which for the perfect model has the value
COE = 1. The value of COE = 0 implies that the model is no more able to predict the observed values than does the
observed mean. Therefore, since the model can explain no more of the variation in the observed values than can the
observed mean, such a model can have no predictive advantage. For negative values of COE, the model is less effective
than the observed mean in predicting the variation in the observations. The Index of Agreement IOA spans between 1
and +1 with values approaching +1 representing better model performance. More information and the exact definition
of the specific statistical functions can be found in [19].

In Table 1 we can see that with Correlation coefficient r = 0.512, modeled values are not in very good agreement
with the observations. However, the model has slightly predictive advantage since the COE = 0.13 > 0. The discrep-
ancies between model and observations could be caused by a) inaccurate emission input b) low grid resolution (14 ×
14 km).

We used the conditional quantiles for graphical representation of the model performance against observations
for continuous measurements. These plots are included in the OpenAir package [18]. In Fig. 4 there is conditional
quantiles plot applied to the CMAQ model for 4 rural EMEP O3 monitoring sites in Slovakia in January 2017. In Fig.
5there are conditional quantiles plots for the specific EMEP O3 monitoring sites. We can see that for the CHOPOK



EMEP site the model underestimates the observed values. This is caused by the low grid resolution, which does
not account for the elevation of Chopok site properly (O3 concentrations increase with altitude). On the other hand,
CMAQ overestimates the concentrations for the Topoľnı́ky site . This could be caused by the constant emissions which
we used for the simulation.

FIGURE 4. Conditional quantiles plot applied to the CMAQ model for 4 rural EMEP O3 monitoring sites in Slovakia in January
2017, for hourly data. The blue line shows the results for a perfect model. The red line shows the median value of the predictions.
The shading shows the predicted quantile intervals i.e. the 25/75th and the 10/90th. A perfect model would lie on the blue line and
have a very narrow spread. The shadow and blue histogram shows the counts of predicted values and measured values, respectively.

FIGURE 5. Conditional quantiles plots for the specific EMEP O3 monitoring sites. For the description of the plot see FIG. 5.



Results for the NO2 concentration

Figure 6 shows plotted NO2 hourly and daily concentration series for the modeled and observed values at station
Topoľnı́ky. We can see that the model more less reproduces the observed trends.

FIGURE 6. Comparison of the model output with measurement at EMEP background station Topoľnı́ky for NO2 concentration

For the evaluation of statistics comparing modeled NO2 concentration against measurements we used the mod-
Stats function from the OpenAir package [18] as we did for the O3 concentrations. From the Table 2 we can see that
we obtain similar Correlation coefficient r = 0.442 and COE = 0.121 as in the case of the comparison of the O3
concentrations.

TABLE 2. The modStats evaluation of the model comparison NO2 concentrations with the experimental
data from the four EMEP rural background stations in Slovakia. The statistical functions are explained in
text.

n FAC2 MB MGE NMB NMGE RMSE r COE IOA

2807 0.487 -3.039 4.369 -0.412 0.592 6.849 0.442 0.121 0.560

FIGURE 7. Conditional quantiles plot applied to the CMAQ model for 4 rural EMEP NO2 monitoring sites in Slovakia in January
2017, for hourly data. For the description of the plot see FIG. 5.

In Fig. 7 there is conditional quantiles plot applied to the CMAQ model for 4 rural EMEP NO2 monitoring sites
in Slovakia in January 2017. In Fig. 8 there are conditional quantiles plots for the specific EMEP NO2 monitoring



sites. We can see that for the CHOPOK EMEP site the model overestimates the observed values, which is caused by
low grid resolution underestimating the station elevation (generally NO2 decrease with altitude).

FIGURE 8. Conditional quantiles plots for the specific EMEP NO2 monitoring sites. For the description of the plot see FIG. 5.

Results for the Particule Matter (PM) concentration

Fig. 9 shows hourly and daily concentrations of PM10 for the modeled and observed values at Topoľnı́ky station.
We can see that the model strongly underestimates the PM10 values. This is caused by fact that experimental input
emissions did not include domestic heating, which is the major source of PM10 and PM2.5 concentrations. Therefore,
PM values are strongly underestimated even when compared with the measurements at the rural background station.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of the model output with measurement at Topoľnı́ky EMEP background station for PM10 concentration

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

CMAQ air-quality simulation was performed on the large domain covering the substantial part of the Europe with the
grid resolution (14 × 14 km). 32 cores from the SHMU high-power computation system was used for the simulation
taking around 42 minutes per day. For the evaluation of model against measurements, modStats function from the



OpenAir package was used. We found out that our model has small predictive advantage for the concentrations of
NO2 and O3. As experimental input emissions did not contain domestic heating, which is the major source of PM10
and PM2.5 concentration of these pollutants is strongly underestimated even when compared with the measurements
on the rural background stations. This fact seem to agree with the hypothesis that small combustion sources are
responsible for large part even of the background concentrations of atmospheric aerosol, especially during adverse
dispersion situations. In case of gaseous species the model performance is reasonably better and shows the role of
adverse dispersion conditions on the concentration of the pollutants.

In the next steps we plan to run the simulation with complete emissions, including the SNAP 2 sector with
domestic heating sources obtained using improved emission model for Slovakia. We also plan to perform nested
simulation on the domain covering the Czech Repulic and Slovakia and south regions of Poland with the better grid
resolution (4 × 4 km). There is also plan to create preprocessor which enables the use of the Aladin meteorological
output as an input to the CMAQ instead of the WRF meteorological input. In future there are plans to use the CMAQ
model for short-term air quality forecasts.
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